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This paper compares the fiscal policies and economic performance in France,
Germany and the United Kingdom. Using three definitions of fiscal deficit it argues
that France and Germany have had structural deficits in recent years while the UK
has not. One reason for this is institutional: the electoral system in the UK allows
strong central control by the ruling party and the Treasury enabling taxation and
spending decisions to be made together to produce a balanced budget. In France and
Germany the politics of coalition and consensus building make it difficult to reconcile
spending demands with acceptable taxation levels. One of the differences between
France and Germany on the one hand and the UK on the other is the level of ‘social
expenditure’, arising both from the generosity of benefit levels and the rates of
economic participation. The paper then turns to economic performance to ask whether
the UK’s fiscal balance seems to help economic performance. While GDP and GDP
growth have been higher in the UK than its neighbours since 1993 and unemployment
levels have been lower, on other indicators, such as balance of trade, productivity,
manufacturing output and net inward investment, UK performance was worse. The
UK’s higher level of GDP per head is mainly attributable to longer working hours than
those of its neighbours. At the same time, income distribution is much more uneven in
the UK.
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Introduction
In April 2004 the French government faced an electoral protest in the Departmental
elections that produced defeat for the ruling Party in all areas except Alsace. It was
forced to slow its reform of the pensions, health and welfare programmes. These were
said to be necessary because of the combination of demographic and fiscal trends that
had produced a continuing deficit in the government’s budget. Both France and
Germany have broken the fiscal rule of the Growth and Stability Pact that was
designed to protect the value of the Euro and reassure electors, especially in Germany,
that inflation and interest rates would not get out of control after the adoption of the
Euro. In Germany there have been similar proposed changes to the pension and
unemployment benefits systems, designed to reduce the German government deficit. In
both France and Germany there were large public protests. The reform of the welfare
system in both countries is electorally difficult, compounded by the increasing
proportion of the electorate benefiting from the existing system.
In the United Kingdom, under Labour governments since 1997, the deficit was
kept under control until 2004 under the Chancellor’s ‘golden rules’ that over the whole
economic cycle the budget should balance and that borrowing should be used only to
finance capital spending not to cover current gaps between current spending and tax
revenues. The United Kingdom has less generous pension and unemployment benefits
systems and a less expensive health service than both France and Germany. The state
pension scheme financed through tax and national insurance contributions has
produced a declining real level of benefits since the Conservative government untied
annual increases in pension levels from earnings growth and pegged them to price
inflation.
The media in Germany has joined in what seems to be a national mood of pessimism about economic performance, unemployment levels and tax rates. In France
the media is largely behind French government efforts to reduce public spending but
there seems to be more optimism about the prospects for economic growth than in
Germany. In Britain, the government is promoting a national smugness: the UK is
repeatedly labelled as ‘the fourth biggest economy in the world’. While there is a crisis
in pension funding, especially since the end of the stock market boom, there is no
fiscal crisis and unemployment levels are much lower than those in France and
Germany. This is attributed by UK Ministers to a more flexible labour market, a less
restrictive investment environment and a less generous welfare state. This neo-liberal
explanation claims that the Labour governments have escaped from the European
disease of poor competitiveness because of the strength of labour and the persistence
of post-war welfare state institutions and benefit systems. The UK has pulled off the
trick of making itself more competitive in an increasingly global competitive economy.
While the countries of the European Union are by no means uniform in economic performance and political outlook, when held up to its major economic
competitors there are some common features and possibly, if loosely defined, a set of
‘European values’ at least as far as government policy towards workers and social
solidarity is concerned. For example, ‘the real issue confronting European welfare
states is how to ensure that their core commitments to social protection and equity
can be met while also resolving their long-standing employment problems.’1.
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The re-election of G.W.Bush for a second term of office as US President with
policies to continue tax cuts and reduction in welfare programmes possibly presages a
further widening in values between Europe and the USA. And yet the governments of
Germany and France are presiding over budget deficits and are trying to reduce the
scale and scope of public welfare spending. Both countries have unemployment rates
of around 10% (in 2004) with much higher rates among young people, and low
economic participation rates among workers over 50 years old. Both face unfavourable demographic futures and a reduction in the ratio of workers to economically
inactive people.
Whether or not the values are distinct, commentators contrast the ‘European’
states with their high tax rates, state funded pensions and high levels of benefits and
volumes of public services with the US and East Asian states with levels of public
spending around half the proportion of GDP as those in Europe. Levels of pensions
and benefits in the UK and the level of public spending on health and education are
lower than in most European countries, leading some to say that the UK falls
somewhere between Europe and the US and East Asian economies with reference to
the scale and scope of public spending and the levels of taxation. That, combined
with labour market policies that offer less protection for workers than is typical in
Europe, is said to have created faster growth and higher levels of employment and
lower levels of unemployment than the UK’s European neighbours. The UK is claimed
to be in a better position to cope with increasing competition resulting from reducing
external tariffs because of its combination of low spending and tax levels and a more
flexible labour market.
Parties of the right and centre-right in Europe have taken steps to reduce public spending and make the operation of the labour market less favourable to labour
and more ‘flexible’. Eligibility to unemployment benefits have been narrowed, statebacked pensions are being reduced and delayed until people are older while labour
protection is slowly being reduced. However, while centre-right governments have the
ambition to reverse the post-war agreements between government, capital and labour
on wage levels, social protection and public services, European electorates have been
voting and demonstrating against to the changes, slowing the pace of change.
This paper asks whether this skeletal description of public spending and social policy in the UK, France and Germany is accurate. It first asks why the deficits
have grown to levels of more than the 3% of GDP agreed as the maximum in the
Growth and Stability Pact, specifically whether the deficits are simply a normal
reflection of the economic cycle or are ‘structural’, variously defined.
The purpose of these investigations is to ask the more fundamental question:
are France and Germany being forced to abandon their social democratic traditions in
response to the competitive environment and are they likely to converge on a more
UK-style regime, retreating from the European post-war ‘settlement’.

Deficits and their avoidance
It is by no means the norm that governments run their finances by balancing income
and expenditure. The US government has had a deficit averaging just over 2% for the
forty years to 2004 (White House Office of Management and Budget) and we will see
that the French and German governments’ deficits are not of recent origin. So, why do
deficits happen?
One answer is that tax revenues and some elements of public spending are
cyclical – most tax revenues rise and fall with the volume of economic transactions
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and profits; expenditures such as unemployment benefit and certain social security
payments are sensitive to the levels of unemployment and employment. Indeed,
funding deficits at the bottom of the cycle is seen by some as an automatic economic
stabiliser, stimulating demand when there is a deficiency in aggregate demand, thus
pushing the economy towards a more full use of available resources. Governments
with such a policy inclination might choose to exaggerate these effects and increase
spending, especially on capital projects, in an attempt to stimulate aggregate demand.
The Japanese government since 1989 has regularly used publicly funded capital
projects to try to stimulate economic activity.

Structural deficit
Some writers and reports speak of a ‘structural deficit’2. One definition of a structural
deficit is the deficit that would arise at current levels of tax and spending if the
economy were running at full capacity, or potential output. If there is a deficit at that
level of economic activity, then there is a structural imbalance between government
income and spending. A deficit at the bottom of the cycle is of a different sort.
Using this analysis, a Keynesian definition of ‘structural deficit’ emerges: a
structural deficit is the level of the deficit at the top of the economic cycle, when the
economy is running at full potential capacity, when tax revenues are at their highest
and cyclical expenditure at its lowest point. Deficits that occur below this point are
cyclical.
Other definitions of ‘structural deficit’ have been used: one is the deficit that
occurs if tax rates are left unchanged and the policy environment produces excess
expenditure, especially through the funding of entitlements. Under this definition, a
structural deficit would be produced by, e.g., demographic change if older citizens
were growing in proportion and had entitlements that incurred state spending. It is
not a very tight definition of a structural deficit, since it could be said to occur at any
point during a period of rising expenditure and unmatched tax revenues.
A third definition of structural deficit is that which represents that which
would have occurred without non-replaceable revenue being used to fund ongoing
expenditure. Non-replaceable revenue includes receipts from the sale of assets or
licences. This is essentially an accounting definition but has been important in Europe
in the context of conformance with the Growth and Stability Pact. In the period
leading up to the launch of the Euro, governments sold assets such as gold to reduce
the level of outstanding debt3. This would not count as contributing to the structural
deficit since it is the use of asset sales to reduce debt, not to fund current spending.
However, the use of the proceeds from e.g. the sale of mobile phone licences to fund
current expenditure does count as contributing to structural deficit. William Easterly
has defined the use of deliberate windfall receipts to reduce deficits as ‘fiscal illusion’.
The existence of a deficit also depends on the process of arriving at taxation
and spending decisions. In the social democracies that were managed through a
corporatist process of decision making, each element of the budget could be made in a
single set of agreements: national wage increases would determine the level of inflation
of public sector pay, while there would be an agreement about levels of social
spending and taxation levels. When all these could be settled in an annual round of
2
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negotiations, in principle at least, a balanced budget could be produced. Once this
corporatist mechanism is abandoned, the decisions on wages, spending and taxation
are subject to separate bargaining processes. If pay bargaining takes place outside the
decision about how much to spend, there could be underestimates of cost, leading to
deficits. New York City is a famous case of pay bargaining determining the level of the
deficit outside the budget process, for example. At national level, once a single
collective agreement is abandoned, there are more disaggregated sectoral and regional
negotiations.
In the case of spending, lobby interests, political parties and legislators, trade
unions, companies all have a say, in different weights and configurations according to
the political complexion of the ruling party or ruling coalition. Often, agreements
about entitlements are reached without taking full account of the financial implications.
In the case of taxation, a parallel set of negotiations takes place, within a
framework of an overall preference for a level of taxation. Certain governments adopt
a stance on the proportion of total GDP that will be taken up with taxation. Hong
Kong and Singapore, for example, use 20% as a benchmark, while European
governments typically adopt a figure around twice that level, while some are
comfortable with a higher figure than that. Parties and interests identify themselves
around a level of spending, normally the further ‘left’ the higher the level of spending
preferred.
At times, the two sets of negotiation may produce a match between the agreed
level of spending and the level of taxation. At other times, the level of spending
necessary to hold together whatever coalition of interests controls the budget may not
match the level of taxation required to achieve consensus. If the latter figure is smaller
than the former, there will be a deficit. If we wished we could define this gap as the
political structural deficit. As we shall see, the level of this deficit contained in the
Growth and Stability Pact is 3% of GDP.
A less controllable influence on the level of fiscal balance is unpredictable exogenous shocks to revenues or expenditure. ‘Windfall’ receipts such as oil and gas
volume and price increases deliver excise revenues for governments of producing
countries; aid receipts in poor countries beyond expectations boost revenues; asset
and licence sales at unpredictable levels temporarily reduce deficits. Stock-market
booms, beyond the normal economic cycle, can produce windfall tax receipts, as
happened, for example during the last years of the Clinton administration in the USA.
Unpredictable expenditures happen because of unusual natural disasters (e.g. floods
in Germany in 2002, the Kobe earthquake in Japan in 1995). Regular floods and
typhoons in the Caribbean or China would not come into this category because they
are predictable events, if not accurately in scale. In addition to the natural shocks
there are unexpected impacts that require a decision: asset and licence sales may be
unpredictable in their outcome but governments have to decide to do them. In any one
year, these receipts may cancel or hide a deficit. Similarly, wars, especially
unprovoked invasions, may constitute an unpredictable expense but one for which a
decision has to be made.
Some commentators have used ‘sustainable’ and ‘unsustainable’ as descriptors
of levels of spending and taxation. This use normally defines ‘sustainable’ as
somewhere below the current level. There are two arguments for cutting the general
level of government spending, from whatever its current level.
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The first is demographic. The ratio of workers to pensioners is frequently invoked as a reason for cutting spending, either on pensioners or generally. Whatever
the financial implication, the decision to cut pensions is clearly a matter of political
choice, a choice not made easier by the use of the term ‘unsustainable’.
The second is concerned with competitiveness and/or employment. Investment levels depend on the level or rate of taxation on profits. Companies will not
invest in a country whose levels of tax make the investment unprofitable and this
applies both to indigenous investors and to foreign direct investment. Employment
levels depend on the cost of employing people, and the various payroll taxes
(insurance payments or contributions to unemployment benefit funds) are a
disincentive to employ staff. So, if you want investment you must keep profits taxes
down and if you want employment you must keep payroll taxes down. If a
government coalition accepts this argument then taxes will be held down, even if
revenue rises, thus increasing the budget deficit.
All these considerations may come into play in any budget year, making the
interpretation of a deficit less than straightforward. If we ask what is the cause of the
German deficit we need to take account of the cost of reunification, the breakdown of
national pay bargaining, the reduction in profits tax revenues, the increase in
unemployment, demographic change, the stage in the economic cycle, the argument by
medium and large businesses that they cannot compete internationally at current
levels of taxation and the protestations by sub-national governments that they have
to spend more because of the social burdens placed on them by national legislation. If
we ask why the UK government went from surplus to deficit we have to ask whether
this is a result of the cycle, the decisions to increase the proportions of GDP spent on
healthcare and education, an unexpectedly poor tax take, pressure from employers to
keep payroll taxes low or the forthcoming general election. Similarly, is the French
deficit the result of persistent unemployment, the dislocation of decisions about
benefits from decisions about taxes, the unwillingness of the electorate to endorse
‘reforms’ in pensions, healthcare and social benefits?

Fiscal problems
Growth and Stability Pact
The Treaty of Maastricht of 1992 included provisions for harmonising economic and
monetary policies of EU member governments (articles 99-104). The four policy areas
were: interest rates, inflation, government budget deficits and accumulated
indebtedness. The Growth and Stability Pact (GSP) of July 1997 set out the maximum
acceptable level of deficit for Euro countries at 3% of GDP, the three non-Euro EU
members (UK, Denmark and Sweden) agreeing also to converge on this fiscal rule.
The idea of a common fiscal stance was pressed especially by the German government
to try to instil some discipline in the taxation and spending policies of governments
whose currencies had previously been less strong than the Deutschmark. The first
country to be asked to change its policies in line with the GSP was Ireland in 2002.
Also in 2002 the ‘stability programmes’ of Portugal and Germany were deemed by the
Commission to be heading for unacceptable deficits. The problem for Germany’s
budget planning was that the government was facing an election in September 2002
with a stagnant economy and over 10% unemployment. While in the long term the
Germans had been pressing for balanced budgets and a strong Euro, faced with the
prospect of a tight budget further dragging down growth and bringing even more
Centre for Financial and Management Studies
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unemployment. Both the Commission and the president of the European central bank
Wim Duisenberg insisted that both Germany and Portugal change their polices to
conform with the 3% deficit rule in the GSP4. (Marchat 2003)
While both governments expressed their willingness to comply, the economic
cycle put more pressure on deficits, not only in Germany and Portugal but also in
France and Italy especially. The Council of Finance Ministers of the Commission met
in Copenhagen in September 2002 and demanded of member states that they all
comply with the 3% rule by 2004. Francis Mer, then minister of Finance for France,
told the Council: “we should not follow the letter of the agreement, rather the spirit.
We should not give the impression that we do not completely respect the cap, that
would be to abandon it.” (quoted in Marchat 2003). The other three countries with
potentially non-conforming deficits presented proposals to reduce their deficits,
Portugal to 2.4% by 2004, Italy to have a balanced budget by 2006, Germany was to
cut 10bn from its expenditure while not increasing taxes. France, alone, said that it
would not attempt to reduce its deficit until 2004, because the government had ‘other
priorities’.
The pact was relaxed in March 2005. While the criteria of a maximum deficit
of 3% of GDP and maximum debt of 60% of GDP remained in place, the rules were
changed to allow exceptions to be tolerated and not be met by sanctions. The
exceptions include potential growth rates, the economic cycle, policies on pension and
social security, reforms and fiscal policy towards the management of debt levels over
the cycle. While not representing the abandonment of the pact, the new agreement
weakens its impact, to the extent that the Governing Council of the European Central
Bank expressed serious concern over the future sustainability of public finances in the
Eurozone.

Fiscal balance
Over the economic cycle the relationship between government income and expenditure
is affected by: factors leading to changes in spending, such as the commitment to
payments and services for unemployed people; variation in the level of incomes,
profits and spending affecting the amount of tax payable; government policy towards
the economic cycle and counter-cyclical measures. In our three countries (see Chart 1)
we can see that there is a negative relationship between growth rates and deficits but
that this is not a complete explanation of the variation in fiscal balance.
Chart 2 shows that there are occasions where government deficits lie outside
the level that would be predicted from the rate of economic growth. Two points at
which deficits were unexpectedly high stand out, both representing 1995, the first in
Germany mostly the result of an accounting change, the second in the UK. The
correlation between growth and deficits is weakly negative: there are other reasons for
the size and persistence of deficits.

4
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The politics of low taxation
In recent years there has been a rise in ‘low taxation’ as a political and ideological
stance, originally found in the Republican Party in the USA but with its representatives in Europe, mostly on the fringe on mainstream politics. The simple explanation
for the US deficit is that the government decided to cut taxes, especially for very rich
people and for corporations while not cutting spending sufficiently to compensate for
the loss of revenue.5 In Europe centre-right governments accept that the level of public
5
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spending, expressed as a proportion of GDP, will not reduce from European levels of
about 50% (56+% in Denmark an Sweden) to US levels of around 35%. However, all
three of our governments have attempted to curb the rate of growth of ‘demand-led’
spending. Demand-led spending consists of those items where the level of expenditure
is determined by the application of a principle of entitlement to a number of recipients
that is exogenously determined. In the USA, the level of public spending has largely
been driven by the legislature passing laws setting down entitlements rather than by
the executive deciding on spending levels.6 In Europe, levels of pensions and
unemployment and social benefits have been set through various national settlements
between government, trades unions and employers. A policy of low taxation would
require the unravelling of these settlements to reduce the scale of the entitlements,
including more restrictive definitions of eligibility and levels of benefit: hence the
policies in France and Germany of postponing retirement ages, stricter pension
contribution rules, reduced time of entitlement to unemployment benefits and so on.
These efforts are by no means equivalent to the US low-tax policy enacted in favour
of corporate and individual tax payers, rather a realignment of bargaining forces in
reaction to the demographic changes and their impact on spending levels.
There is also a short-term political cycle: governments commonly run a deficit
in the year prior to a general election. Gordon Brown, the UK Chancellor, announced a
slightly higher than expected deficit ahead of the 2005 general election, for example.
The US deficit was allowed to balloon ahead of the 2004 Presidential and Legislature
elections. This is only a problem when the electoral cycle means that taxes are not
used to build reserves when the economy is running at or close to capacity to fund
public spending in the troughs. In countries whose proportional representation
electoral system leads to coalition governments, the electoral cycle is complicated by
the requirement to arrive at a coalition consensus on tax and spending levels.

Tax revenue and GDP
Between 2000 and 2003 most OECD countries saw a slight fall in tax revenues as a
proportion of GDP, partly through reduced tax rates and partly because of falling
profits and incomes. This illustrates the effect of the economic cycle on tax revenues,
regardless of government policies on tax rates.
Table 1, Total tax revenue as a percentage of GDP 1975-2003
1975

1985

1995

2000

2001

2002

2003

UK

35.3

37.7

35.0

37.4

37.2

35.8

35.3

France

35.9

43.8

43.9

45.2

44.2

44.0

44.2

Germany

35.3

37.2

38.2

37.8

36.8

36.0

36.2

Source: Revenue Statistics 1965-2003, OECD 2004, p.18
Table 2, Taxes on income and profits as a percentage of GDP 1975-2003

UK

1975

1985

1995

2000

2001

2002

2003

15.8

14.6

12.8

14.6

14.7

13.5

12.9

France

5.7

7.0

7.1

11.2

11.3

10.5

10.2

Germany

12.1

12.9

11.6

11.4

10.6

10.1

9.9

Source: Revenue Statistics 1965-2003, OECD 2004, p.19
6
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Revenue and expenditure: origins of the recent deficits
Germany
There is no doubt that Germany’s pension, unemployment benefit and healthcare
systems are generous. While the rhetoric of the critics may be exaggerated, since
Konrad Adenauer’s Chancellorship, German citizens have benefited from high levels
of benefits and have paid high levels of tax for them. Some commentators say that the
scale and reach of the welfare state is unsustainable, for example the Süddeutsche
Zeitung:
“The first German Chancellor (Bismarck) reacted to the old, rural welfare system that was partly family, partly feudal with a solution for the new city-dwelling
industrial working class. Sickness, accident and unemployment insurance would
prevent the creation of a forgotten lumpen proletariat and undermine the basis for
social revolution and coups.
The kernel of Bismarck’s social policy was the insurance principle: participants in the labour process put a small share of their wages into a big welfare chest
from which any needs would be met by a guaranteed payment of the claim.
The next radical effort needed another big Chancellor, Konrad Adenauer. After the WWII he proved himself to be the protector of German solidarity with an
astonishing expansion of access to compensation by guaranteeing wealth to those
excluded from the consumer economy. At the height of the economic miracle,
Adenauer converted the principle of ‘burden sharing’ to the principle of ‘wealth
sharing’, setting up transfer mechanisms whereby pensioners and the unemployed
share the general wealth of the country…. What Schröder and his people have begun is
nothing less than leading the German welfare state from wealth-sharing to povertysharing7. For future generations this welfare state must go back to its original purpose:
insurance against the risk of basic hardships.” (Süddeutsche Zeitung, 187, August
2004, author translation)
There is a widespread view that the tax and benefits systems are in need of
radical change and that the budget deficit will not be eradicated by future economic
upturns. A thorough analysis appears in a Special Issue of West European Politics, in
October 2003, edited by Herbert Kitschelk and Wolfgang Streeck.8 The outline of the
argument is this: the ‘German system’, a corporatist agreement on pay levels and
company governance combined with high taxation and high levels of benefits are
under threat. Increasing openness of the economy makes it less possible for German
companies to compete while absorbing high wages and the heavy tax and insurance
contributions demanded by the welfare system. Trade union strength is waning and
workers find it decreasingly possible to assert their welfare demands. Corporate
governance has changed from a corporatist attitude, treating workers evenly with
shareholders towards objectives of profits and shareholder value.
At the same time five factors have produced extra demands from the welfare
and pension system: the longer than expected recession that has generated high levels
of unemployment; increasing profitability has been achieved by shedding labour,
especially among the older workforce, who are entitled to pensions; demographic
change generates increasing pension demand; re-unification was expensive as western

7
8
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levels of benefit entitlement were extended to the east while privatisation and
exposure to competition produced a big increase in unemployment in the east.
These extra demands on the government’s finances were met mainly by increases in social security contributions of employers and employees and by borrowing.
Unfortunately re-unification was achieved at the start of a recession that depressed
tax revenues.
The fiscal problems following re-unification were not new: Table 3 shows that
net borrowing as a % of expenditure was 7.2% in 1980 and peaked at 7.8% in 1993.
While 2003 was seen as a crisis year, the net borrowing was only 6.3% of expenditure.
The deficit has been persistent, disappearing only once since re-unification, in 2000
when there was a windfall gain from the sale of mobile phone licences.
Federal fiscal policy treats the deficit as if some of it is ‘structural’ in the sense
that the deficit does not clear at the peak of the economic cycle. There have been
various attempts to hold back the demand on the social security and pension
systems. The Kohl governments (1982-98) raised the retirement age, indexed pension
increases to net rather than gross wage levels and did other adjustments to pension
entitlements. Further efforts to cut spending included reducing wage replacement rates
for the unemployed and limiting the social security payments to asylum seekers while
sick pay was reduced from 100% to 80%. At the same time demands on spending
continued to grow, especially through long term care insurance for old people
(introduced 1994), continuing early retirements and wages subsidies designed to cut
unemployment in the east.
The first Schröder government (1998-2002) reversed some of Kohl’s cuts, in
pensions, sick pay and disability benefits. It also tried to make some cuts, most
notably in the replacement rate of the standard public pension, from 70 to 64% by
2030. At the beginning of the second term the government introduced the first of the
so-called Hartz reforms to the labour market. Peter Hartz, personnel director of VW,
chaired a commission to propose changes to the unemployment benefit system to try
to reduce the disincentives for the unemployed to seek low-paid jobs. The reform
(known as Hartz IV) involved changing the unemployment benefit system. Before
Hartz IV, unemployed people got 60% (67% for those with children for 32 months,
then 53-57% for ever). Hartz IV does away with the second payment, replacing it
with a flat-rate means tested benefit of 345 a month + rent and heating allowance
(331 in the east). The new benefit will also be dependent on actively seeking work.
Hartz IV changes were part of a collection of policy changes that were collected together at the end of 2003 in ‘Agenda 2010’, which contained policy changes
not only in social welfare provision but also taxation, education and training, research
and labour market policies.
In two of the biggest deficit years a part of the deficit was partly caused by
technical bad luck: the accounts for 1995 show debt service charges for the unification
debt in the main government accounts for the first time; in 1996 court rulings raised
income tax thresholds and shifted mining subsidies from fuel bills to the government
account.
Table 3 shows net borrowing growing again in 2003, to 62.9 billion, of which
38.6 was accounted by the Federal government. The 2004 budget estimated federal
net borrowings of 29.3 but the likely outturn was 10 billion higher than that partly
because of lower than expected tax revenues and partly because of higher spending on
labour market polices. Tax revenues were predicted to fall again in 2005 and
thereafter recover through to 2008. Achieving the GSP level of deficit is heavily
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dependent on the tax revenue growth assumptions: +4% in 2006 and + 3.8% in 2007,
with corresponding spending growth held to +1.8% and +1.4%. This is especially
difficult given that income tax rates have been progressively reduced. Between 2000
and 2005 the top rate of tax was cut from 53% to 42% and the bottom rate from 26%
to 15%9.
Table 3 Public Finance Germany 1970-2003
Financial balance‡

mn

Expenditure

Revenue

1970
1980
1990

100,382
379,188
585,228

96,279
352,796
557,977

-4,081
-26,505
-27,147

3,222
27,659
37,120

721,855
827,636
866,052
909,381
950,523
962,546
961,220
921,798
932,704
951,294
960,788
975,465
987,072
1,000,980

667,840
765,032
797,472
850,885
889,492
894,310
916,520
876,581
906,549
929,935
979,322§
925,600
920,353
926,334

-53,902
-62,618
-68,206
-58,670
-60,931
-68,017
-45,076
-45,567
-25,981
-21,963
18,552
-49,768
-66,299
-74,487

58,663
55,414
67,809
46,426
48,970
56,855
50,987
50,848
32,705
31,747
19,763
6,532
45,467
62,907

1 9 9 1†
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997*
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Net borrowing

‡

revenue less expenditure incl. internal offsetting. Not identical to government budget deficit in
national accounts

†

from 1991 data refer to the FRG post 3Ooctober 1990

* in 1997 hospitals with commercial accounts and the supplementary funds for public employees
were excluded from the accounts
§

includes revenue from sale of mobile phone licences

Source: Federal Statistical Office Germany 2004 (http://www.destatis.de/)

‘It is fair to say that the budget deficits are not caused by a spending spree…A
major factor in the budget deficits is the poor showing of tax revenue.’10. The problem
may be that the economic recovery (growth returned in the second half of 2003) does
not result in a proportionate increase in tax revenues. If companies are more able to
avoid corporate taxes, while the rates of income tax are cut, then the proportion of
the deficit that is structural will increase and the government will not be able to reduce
its deficit to the GSP prescribed level. Meanwhile the government continues to prop
up the current deficit with privatisation proceeds, amounting to 15.45 billion
projected 200511.
The German deficit is the product of a series of events: company restructuring
produced a large number of redundancies of workers who became pensioners at an
early age with large pensions; re-unification without economic transformation in the
9

10

11

Agenda 2010, Published by Press and Information office of German Federal Government, English
translation February 2004.
Siebert H, 2004, ‘Germany’s Fiscal Policy Stance’, Kiel Working Paper 1196, Kiel Institute for World
Economics.
Federal Budget 2005 and Financial Plan 2004-2008, Finance Ministry German Federal Government
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east; electoral resistance to benefit reductions. While there are efforts to contain
entitlements, especially for the unemployed, there is as yet no sign of a dismantling of
the welfare system.

United Kingdom
The welfare system in the UK has its origins in the Liberal government of 1906-14,
which introduced an unemployment insurance scheme and in mutual health insurance
societies. The health and unemployment insurance systems were consolidated at the
end of WW2, providing a universal, free healthcare system, a universal state pension
and unemployment benefits. While there is a National Insurance contribution by
employers and employees, in practice these are treated the same as other taxes and
constitute a payroll tax. There is a universal pension at a flat rate, enhanced by an
earning-related element for people who have paid National Insurance contributions. In
practice, pensioners who have not paid contributions receive supplementary income
and rent subsidy because the basic pension is so low. The rate of increase of pensions
was pegged to inflation rather than incomes in the early 1980s and its real value
eroded.
Unemployment benefits are time-limited to 6 months and are conditional on
active job seeking (the benefit is called ‘Jobseekers Allowance’). Long-term unemployed enter the social security system and also have to seek work and training. The
health system is free at the point of use for most services (excluding dentistry)
although a charge is made for drugs.
Conservative governments from 1979 - 1997 made various attempts to cut
public spending and reduce the scope of the state. Public housing was privatised by
selling homes to tenants. Pensions were frozen in real terms to contain cost and to
encourage people to make their own individual or company pension provision.
Various efforts were made to increase the incentive to work and increase the gap
between incomes in low paid jobs and on benefits. Cuts in spending were largely
confined to the capital programme, which was halved as a proportion of GDP.
The Labour governments from 1997 continued the changes to benefits, by introducing a tax credit for low-paid working families and increasing child allowances,
further enhancing the incentive for unemployed people to take jobs even if they are
low paid. Pensions were unpegged from inflation. From 1999 government spending
policy has been expansionary, increases planned for capital spending to cover the
backlog of building and maintenance especially of hospitals and schools and for
service improvements, especially in healthcare and education. In the case of healthcare
an explicit target of spending as a % of GDP was adopted to bring healthcare
standards up to European levels.
Table 4 shows UK public sector receipt and expenditure from 1970 to 2002.
There is a cyclical pattern to the deficit and a consistent surplus was recorded by the
Labour government from 1997/8 onwards. This allowed the Chancellor to pay off
debts and reduce the outstanding debt and current debt payments. In 2002/3
(beyond the table) the account went into deficit for the first time since 1997. Between
April and October the public sector recorded a deficit of £17.2 billion (ONS December
2004).
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Table 4

United Kingdom, Public Sector Receipts and expenditure 1970-2002, £m
current
expenditure

1970
1980
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

current
receipts

16899
92567
199716
220980
244221
258163
272463
285489
294167
304370
312153
322871
342878
361533
385940

2618
7639
18255
25729
27629
30508
49416
70247
83839
05026
31850
50412
75043
91118
93925

receipts less
expenditure
5719
5072
18539
4749
-16592
-27655
-23047
-15242
-10328
656
19697
27541
32165
29585
7985

Source: Office for National Statistics, Selected Financial Statistics, 5.4, 2004

Table 5

Plans announced in the pre-budget statement in November 2004 predicted
a growth in spending to 2007-08
Total Managed Expenditure

2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08

Cash

Real terms

% of GDP

419.1
459.0
487.6
520.8
549.2
580.0

440.7
469.6
487.6
508.0
521.7
536.5

39.6
41.1
41.5
41.9
42.0
42.3

Source: 2004 Spending review, HM Treasury, Table A11

The plans included a forecast for public sector net debt, to rise from 31.5% of
GDP in 2002-03 to 36.8% of GDP in 2007-08, with net investment rising from 1.2% of
GDP in 2002-03 to 2.7% of GDP in 2007-08. Clearly the plan is to expand the public
sector, funding the increase in large part through debt.
As far as the Treaty is concerned, the debt ratio and the deficit stay within the
treaty criteria, on this forecast, the ‘treaty deficit rising to at most 2.8% of GDP
(2004-05) and the debt ratio reaching maximum 42.8% of GDP in 2007-08.
The aim, according to projections of tax as a proportion of GDP, is to take the
tax level back to where it was in 1984-85, or about 39% of GDP. Chart 3 shows that
the tax-GDP ratio will be close to this level in 2009-10
The UK government is planning to increase public spending, especially on
services, rather than benefits. Its projected deficit is within the GSP criteria and based
on quite optimistic economic forecasts. Plans to increase spending, especially on
education and healthcare indicate a move towards more European norms, rather than
away from those values.
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Chart 3 tax – GDP ratio

Source: Spending Review 2004, HM Treasury.

France
The French welfare state has its origins in the public medical insurance and pension
scheme enacted in 1930. It was consolidated in 1945-6 and developed into a
comprehensive and complicated welfare system. Families are the most important unit,
receiving family benefits, child allowances and housing allowances. Some of this
relative generosity can be traced to concerns about falling birth-rates and fears of an
ageing population since the 1950s.
There is a mixture of insurance-based schemes for employees and state benefits for non-contributors. Pensions are state-backed but based on employer and
employee contributions. The pension scheme has recently been under fiscal strain from
early retirements and longevity.
The healthcare system has universal coverage and is subject to some pressure
from entitlements to treatment being unlimited. Further spending problems arise from
a relatively persistent level of long-term unemployment. These demands for spending
have resulted in a persistent budget deficit that remains at 1.5 - 2% of GDP even at
the top of the economic cycle.
The French deficit also follows the economic cycle. Chart 4 shows that the
French cycle is roughly in synchronisation with the German, peaking in the mid 1990s,
then beginning to rise again after 2000. By 2002 the deficit had crossed the GSP
threshold of 3% of GDP and did so again in 2003.
In 2003 France received a mission from the International Monetary Fund for an
Article IV consultation12. The IMF approved of the French government’s plans to cut
the deficit in the medium term. In response to the problem of population ageing and
the desirability of cutting taxes the IMF said that that the government should aim for
12
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International Monetary Fund, 2003, ‘France: 2003 Article IV Consultation Concluding Statement of the
Mission’, IMF, June 30th 2003.
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a small structural surplus ‘within the next five years’ and cut the size of the
outstanding debt. (IMF 2003)
Chart 4

Evolution of the public sector deficit and debt of the Public Sector
between 1978 et 2002 as % of Gross Domestic product

(Echelle gauche = left hand scale; echelle droite = right hand scale.
Source: Ministry of Finance, la Documentation Française

The 2005 French budget, published in September 2004, started the process of
expenditure cuts to conform to the GSP target of a deficit of less than 3% of GDP. The
outgoing Minister of Finance Nicolas Sarkozy, introduced the biggest deficit reduction
in a single year that had ever been achieved, from 57bn in 2003 to 45bn in 2005, or
2.9% of GDP, just within the GSP threshold. The main features of the budget were a
ritual net cut of 7,188 civil service and public sector jobs and sweeteners of 2 billion
in tax cuts, 0.9 bn to household and 1.1 bn to companies. The reduction of the
deficit relies on two factors: an economic growth rate of 2.5% in 2004 and 2005
(compared with a Euro zone forecast of 1.9% and 2.2%) to raise the level of taxes
collected; a one-off windfall of 7 billion from the transfer of the EDF and GDF (the
electricity and gas companies) pension funds to the Social Security fund, a sum
amounting to 0.4% of GDP. Without this windfall, projected deficit for 2005 would be
3.3% of GDP (Le Monde, 22.09.04). As far as public spending is concerned the 2005
budget limits overall spending growth to the projected rate of inflation.
The 2005 budget also introduced some selective tax cuts, reducing the top rate
of income tax from 49.58% to 48.09%, increases in tax allowances for home-workers
and for social security claimants who find jobs, while using tax levels to cut smoking
and driving.
The persistence French deficit from 2003 was a product of a fall in the amount
of tax collected and an increase in spending, especially on health and social security.
In 2002, the increase in the social security fund deficit added 0.3% of GDP to the
budget. The following year, the deficit on the health insurance budget increased from
6.1bn to 10.6bn, mainly because of growth in prescribed medicines and general use
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of healthcare. The government is trying to change both social security and health
insurance systems to try to get spending under control.
On the definition of structural deficit related to the deficit at the top of the
cycle, the French government probably has roughly a 2% structural deficit and a 1-2%
cyclical deficit in recession. Demographic trends and the likelihood of persistent
unemployment imply a demand for steady increase in benefit payments under existing
levels and entitlement definitions. Unless taxes are raised in proportion, the deficit
will persist. Gradual reductions in entitlements and benefit levels are the other option
to contain the deficit. However, as in Germany, the number of voters who stand to
lose from lengthening working life and reducing benefits is large and resistance likely.
Plans for deficit reduction to comply with the GSP are based partly on marginal
reforms, partly on optimistic economic growth forecasts and partly on accounting
tricks.

Social Spending
Given the difference in unemployment rates among France, Germany and the UK, it
might be supposed that the expenditure on ‘social expenditure’ would be much higher
in the high unemployment countries. Table 6 shows social expenditure and its
components as a percentage of GDP in 1981, 1991 and 2001.
Table 6 shows that the UK is 5 to 6 percentage points of GDP below France
and Germany. The categories on which the UK spends less are, ‘Health’, ‘Unemployment’ and ‘Old Age’. The differences in health spending are easily explained: In
France and Germany there are 3.3 doctors per 1000 population while the UK has 2.1,
with commensurate savings on associated health spending.13
If we look at unemployment benefits, we see that the French and German systems are more generous to unemployed people, especially in the first year of their
unemployment. Table 7 gives summaries of unemployment benefits in the three
countries.

Table 6 Public Social expenditure 1981-2001, as % of GDP
% of GDP

1981

1991

2001

Total social
expenditure

UK
France
Germany

19.5
22.2
23.7

21.1
27.2
24.9

21.8
28.5
27.4

Old age

UK
France
Germany

6
8
10.1

7.8
9.6
10.0

8.1
10.6
11.7

Survivors

UK
France
Germany

1.8
2.0
0.9

0.7
1.7
0.5

0.6
1.5
0.4

Incapacity

UK
France
Germany

1.1
2.9
2.1

2.3
2.5
1.8

2.5
2.1
2.3

Health

UK
France
Germany

5.2
6.1
7.1

5.3
6.7
7.1

6.1
7.2
8.0

13
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Family

UK
France
Germany

2.4
2.8
2.4

2.1
2.7
2.0

2.2
2.8
1.9

Labour
market

UK
France
Germany

0.6
0
0

0.5
0.9
1.4

2.2
2.8
1.9

Unemployment

UK
France
Germany

1.5
0
0.8

1.0
1.9
1.4

0.3
1.6
1.2

Housing

UK
France
Germany

0.2
0.5
0.1

1.2
0.8
0.1

1.5
0.9
0.2

Source: OECD (2004) Social Expenditure database
Table 7 Unemployment Benefits (insurance system) 2002
Duration

Reference Salary

Rate

Taxation

UK14

182 days maximum
Age-related and related to
length of employment.42
months maximum
Age-related and related to
length of employment. 32
months maximum15

Lump-sum, agerelated
Fixed + proportional
to salary. 57.4% of
salary maximum
60% of net salary,
67% with children

Taxed

France

Lump-sum, agerelated
Average monthly
salary

Germany

Net average over
previous year. Ceiling

Taxed

Not taxed

Source: Zoom (2003) ‘European and International Unemployment Systems: trends and development,
status report as at 31.12.2002.
Table 8 Unemployment Insurance rates 2002
Payment rate as % of Previous gross earnings
France
Germany
United
Kingdom

76
60
Flat

Maximum benefit ($US terms)
60,184
30,890
4,084

Source: OECD Benefits and Wages Indicators 2002

It is clear that the salary-related unemployment benefits in France and Germany are more generous than the flat rate payments in UK and that the period over
which benefits are paid are longer than the UK’s six months. Both the French and
German governments have expressed concern about the ‘poverty trap’, whereby there
is a small incentive for unemployed people to look for work, because the difference in
net income between benefits and salary is so small. To some extent the UK
government ameliorated this incentive problem by maintaining some benefits for low
paid workers if they return to work after being unemployed. The ‘working family tax
credit’ that guarantees a minimum income for low-paid working parents gives people
with children an incentive to take low-paid jobs. Reducing the period over which
unemployment benefits are paid to six months also encourages people back to work.

14 In addition there are a number of specific means-tested benefits: Council Tax Benefit (a help towards
local tax), and Housing Benefit, and the Working Families’ Tax Credit which is an in-work benefit for
people with children. There is also a universal Child Benefit for people with children.
15
Reduced to 12 months in 2003
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The German government has reduced the period over which unemployment benefits
are paid since the information in Table 7 was produced.
The OECD made a calculation of the net income difference for a typical
working family between being unemployed and returning to work, in 1999. The results
are shown in Table 9. This information is given in GBP, FF and DM, as it was
collected in the year before the introduction of the Euro.
Table 9 Incomes of employed and unemployed people 1999
UK
Unemployment
benefit
Net income out 7493
of work
Net income in 15336
work
Net
49
replacement
rate

Income
support

France
Unemployment
insurance

Income
support

Germany
Unemployment
insurance

Unemployment
benefit

Social
assistance

10901

69514

29671

34984

32350

30526

15336

98574

98574

50048

50048

50048

71

71

30

61

65

61

Source: OECD (2004)

A simplified way of expressing the relationship between earnings in work and
earnings when unemployed is a single figure called the ‘unemployment trap’. Eurostat
defined this: ‘The unemployment trap measures what percentage of the gross earnings
(from moving into employment) is ‘taxed away’ by the combined effects of the
withdrawal of benefits and higher tax and social security contributions’. (Eurostat
Yearbook, 2004)
Table 10 Tax rate on low-wage earners: unemployment trap in 2002
UK
France
Germany

71
83
87

Source: Eurostat Yearbook 2004,p. 146

Table 10 is concerned with the bottom end of the labour market and shows the
difference in tax treatment of low wages. Broadly it suggests that there is less
incentive for an unemployed person to take a low paid job in Germany than in France
and much less than in both countries than in the UK. While there is not conclusive
evidenced that high marginal tax rates produce a disincentive to take low-paid jobs,
government policy in benefits for the unemployed and net tax for the low paid are
based on this idea.
The difference between workers’ take-home pay and what it costs to employ
them, known as the “tax wedge”, consists of income tax and the social-security
contributions of employees and employers. Table 11 shows the tax wedge in 2003.
The table shows the difference between take-home pay and the cost to employers at
various ratios to the Average Productive Wage.
Table 11 The Tax Wedge 2003
% of Average Productive Wage
France
Germany
UK

67
74.1%
59.8%
40.6%

100
52.5%
65.3%
40.6%

133
53.8%
61.5%
40.6%

167
53.8%
67.4%
31.7%

Source: OECD Tax database
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First, it is clear that employing relatively low paid workers in France is an expensive undertaking. In Germany the bigger problem arises at the average and above
average pay level. In the UK, with its cap on income tax and on social security
contributions, the tax wedge is even across the wage bands and lower than both
France and Germany.
It is commonly said that the UK has a more flexible labour market than France
and Germany. Payroll taxes are lower, firing is easier and therefore companies are
more willing to hire labour. This results in lower rates of unemployment. It is certainly
the case that unemployment rates are higher in France and Germany than in the UK.
Table 12 shows comparative unemployment rates.
Table 12, Unemployment as % of labour force 2002-2004

2002
2003
2004

UK

France

Germany

5.2
5.0
4.8

9.0
9.7
9.9

8.1
8.7
8.8

Source: OECD Economic Outlook, 75, 2004

In Germany, the unemployment rate in the previous East Länder is about twice
the rate in the rest of the country.

Public pensions
Table 6 showed the differences in spending on ‘Old Age’. A large part of the
explanation for the difference is the level of pensions as a proportion of earnings. The
UK ratio of pensioner benefits to average earnings in 2000 was 20% while French and
German pensioners received over half of average earnings. At that time there were no
demographic differences, in the sense of the ratio of over-65s to working age people.
Table 13 shows the differences.
Table 13 Pension ratios, 2000
Average
pensioner
benefits:average
earnings
France
Germany
United
Kingdom

Population 65+
population 1664

0.58
0.51
0.20

0.24
0.24
0.24

Proportion of
16-64 year
olds working
0.61
0.68
0.73

Pensioners
per worker
0.5
0.48
0.4

Source: John Bongaarts,16 Table 1

The difference in the dependency ratio arises from the employment levels
among the working age population: early retirement in France and Germany has
increased the ratio of pensioners per worker compared with the UK, rather than the
age structure of the population. Table 14 shows participation rates (the percentage of
the population who are either in work or seeking work) in the three countries in 2002.

16

‘Population aging and the rising cost of public pensions’, Population Council, Working paper No.185,
2004
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Table 14 Participation rates

Female
Male
Female 55-64
Male 55-64

UK

France

Germany

65.3
78.0
44.7
62.7

56.7
69.5
30.6
39.3

58.8
71.7
30.1
47.1

Source: Metz, Riley and Weale17

Economic Performance
The picture presented above is one of variation in social spending and variation in the
size of the public sector deficit. In this section we look briefly at differences in
economic performance: the question is whether the less generous levels of social
benefits have generated better economic performance in the United Kingdom than in
its two main European competitors.

Trade Competitiveness
The first set of evidence is about trade competitiveness. Trade statistics are available
on the WTO database. Table 15 shown imports and exports of merchandise and
services for the world’s biggest trading countries in 2003.
Table 15, Exports, imports and trade balance and rankings, world top 6 countries
2003, in $million.
merchandise
exports
China

438370
384662
748375
471934
303890
724006

France
Germany
Japan
UK
USA

China
France
Germany
Japan
UK
USA

merchandise
imports

services
exports

412840
388373
601664
382959
388282
1305648

services
imports

44509
97956
111651
70217
129530
282454

trade balance

53751
81591
167000
109703
112382
218184

16288
12654
91362
49489
-67244
-517372

rank
total trade

rank
exports

rank
merchandise
exports

rank
services
exports

rank

rank

rank

rank

5
4
2
3
6
1

4
5
2
3
6
1

3
4
1
6
5
2

6
4
3
5
2
1

4
5
2
3
6
1

6
5
2
4
3
1

3
4
2
6
5
1

6
4
3
5
2
1

Source: World Trade Organisation Trade Database

Table 15 shows that the US is the world’s biggest exporter of the sum of merchandise and services, followed by Germany, Japan, China, France and the UK. In
merchandise exports, Germany is ranked 1st,followed by the US, with France 5th and
the UK 6th. For service exports (mainly banking and insurance) the UK is 2nd after the
US, Germany 3rd and France 4th. Germany’s merchandise exports are 236% of those of

17
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the UK and nearly twice as big as France’s. Germany’s problems of inflexibility and
high tax are not yet reflected in poor balance of payments performance.
These merchandise export figures do not produce a picture of sluggard Germany and nimble, flexible UK. It is also unlikely that the positive UK performance in
banking and insurance exports is a result of a flexible labour market and low costs of
employing banking and insurance labour.
If we look at trade balance, Germany had a healthy surplus, at 10% of exports; France had a positive balance of 2.6% of exports; the UK had a trade deficit of
15.5% of the value of exports.

Gross Domestic Product
A common measure of economic performance is the size and growth rate of Gross
Domestic Product, measured both by the value of goods and services produced and
the value of incomes derived from producing them. Comparative GDP suffers from
the problem of how national currencies are valued. One solution to this is to measure
in common purchasing power - what the incomes could buy, rather than converting
them at the exchange rate.
Three sources are shown in Table 16: the CIA World Facts series ,the Eurostat
Yearbook 2004, OECD in Figures 2004.
Table 16, GDP and GDP per head 2003
UK
CIA
CIA
Eurostat
OECD
OECD

GDP
GDP/head
GDP/head
GDP
GDP/head

France

1666
27700
26490
1720
29000

1661
27600
25280
1709
27800

Germany
2271
27600
24080
2171
26300

Unit
Trillion$US
$US
Euro
Billion $US at PPP
$US

The GDP figure puts the UK a whisker ahead of France, making the UK the 4th
biggest economy on this measure (after US, Japan and Germany). For GDP per head
the three countries are very close, the UK ahead of France and Germany according to
all three sources.
Table 17 GDP Growth, Average Annual Volume Change %
1993-2003

2002-2003

2001-2002

2.1
1.4
2.9

0.5
-0.1
2.2

1.2
0.2
1.6

France
Germany
United Kingdom

Source: ‘OECD in Figures’, OECD 2004

Direct investment flows
The argument about tax levels and investment is that low tax attracts inward
investment (and encourages domestic investment). Table 18 shows investment inflows
and outflows of the three countries in 1993 and 2003.
Table 18 Investment flows 1993 and 2003

Inflows

1993

United Kingdom

France

Billion
$US

% GDP

Billion
$US

% GDP

Billion
$US

% GDP

14.8

1.54

16.4

1.29

0.4

0.02
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Outflows

2003
1993
2003

14.6
26.1
55.3

0.81
2.71
3.08

45.3
19.7
55.2

2.6
1.55
3.17

12.9
17.2
2.6

0.54
0.88
0.11

Source: OECD, OECD in Figures, 2004

Clearly the UK and France had a net outflow of direct investment in both
years. Germany has small flows in both directions. France had, in 2003, more than
three times the volume of direct inward investment than the United Kingdom.

Manufacturing output
Chart 5 Trends in manufacturing output

Chart 5 shows that since 1997 manufacturing output in France and Germany diverged
from that of the UK. While output in all three countries declined after 2000, the
decline was faster in the UK than in the other two.

Productivity and working hours
Table 19 shows that the high GDP per head is partly down to the fact that more
people are working in the UK, especially of workers over 55 years old. Those in work
also work longer hours. Table 19 shows the average hours worked per person in
employment.
Table 19 Hours worked per person in employment, 2002

All workers
Workers 15-64

UK

France

Germany

1707
1221

1459
946

1444
934

Source: Metz, Riley and Weale

UK workers of working age put in about 30% more hours than their French and
German counterparts. Both France and Germany have policies of reducing working
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hours as a way of combating unemployment and hours worked have fallen since 2000.
Workers in the UK have a tradition of supplementing earning with overtime working
Table 20 Productivity 2002

GDP per worker
GDP per hour worked

UK

France

Germany

100
100

112.9
131.7

98.8
116.4

Source: Metz, Riley and Weale

Table 20 shows indices of productivity, GDP per worker and GDP per hour
worked. While UK workers put in more hours, the value of their output per hour
worked is probably 30% less than that of their French counterparts and 16% less than
the Germans. One interpretation of these figures is that unemployment in France and
German would reduce to UK levels if German and French workers were much less
productive and willing to work long hours for low pay. In other words the employment ’success’ of the UK is underpinned by low productivity. One impact of the
existence of low-paid and low productivity jobs and the parsimony of pension
provision is on the income distribution of the three populations, discussed in the next
section.

Income distribution
One measure of income distribution is to compare the income of the top 20% of the
population with the income of the bottom 20%. In perfectly equitable income
distribution, the ratio would be unity. Eurostat Yearbook 2004 shows this ratio in
2001. The ratio are shown in table 21
Table 21 Income inequality: income quintile share ratio 2002
Germany
France
UK

3.8
4.0
4.8

Source: Eurostat Yearbook 2004

Table 21 shows that the income distribution in the UK is 26% less equal than
that of Germany and 20% less equal than that of France.

Conclusions
This paper has asked whether there is a significant difference in social and fiscal
policies between the UK on the one hand and its big European neighbours Germany
and France on the other. Measured in overall government spending as a proportion of
GDP, the UK does indeed fall between the US and Europe. With reference to the longterm trend in differences, there are two main causes: the UK has less generous social
security and pension systems; a higher proportion of the population of the UK are in
work, especially in the 50+ age category. In the medium term future, the UK
government has plans for increases in the proportion of GDP accounted for by public
spending, although not quite to current French and German levels.
Both the French and German governments are taking steps to try to narrow the
gap: entitlements to benefits and pensions are being gradually reduced. This is a hard
policy to implement for two reasons: while corporatist bargaining structures are less
strong than they were during the economic boom of the post-war period, the electoral
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importance of pensioners, trade unionists and unemployed people hold back radical
centre-right reforms in France and Germany. In the UK there is no collective bargaining
process that links levels of pay rises, benefits and taxes.
There are two causes of the deficits in France and Germany. The agreement on
public sector pay, benefit levels and taxation that would produce a balanced budget
has not been in place for at least two decades. Secondly, both governments use fiscal
policy as a counter-cyclical policy tool, both as automatic stabilisers and as economic
stimulators. These two factors lead to a ‘structural deficit’, defined as the deficit at
the cyclical peak. The level of structural deficit seems to be around 2% of GDP. The
reason for the structural deficit is the balance of power in the political process and the
institutional arrangements for bargaining on the elements of the budget.
In the years 1997-2004 the UK government ran no structural deficit and if the
optimistic economic forecasts for 2005+ fall true there will continue to be only cyclical
deficits, although the electoral cycle may produce a structural deficit over the next
cycle period. This balance has been made possible by the political framework, in
contrast to the French and German examples. The ‘first past the post’ electoral system
and the large parliamentary majority for the Labour party, without the need to
sustain coalition consensus between parties gives the party leadership a strong
political position. Decisions on spending and taxation can be taken centrally by the
party, backed by a de facto strong central Treasury, whose strength is also a result of
the political strength of the party. In both France and Germany there are parties to the
left of the centre-right, offering electors an opportunity to vote, in effect, for a budget
deficit to fund social and pension benefits. In the UK there is no such party and
therefore no electoral threat to a government pursuing zero structural deficit. The
result of the balanced budget is less generous social security, pension and health
provision in the UK than in both Germany and France.
Another possible difference related to the separation of fiscal and monetary
polices: the Bank of England can make choices about interest rates that are in line
with the fiscal position of the UK government at the various stages of the economic
cycle. The European Bank has to make decisions for all Euro members, whatever stage
of the cycle they are in. The attempt to constrain fiscal policy through the Growth and
Stability Pact seems to have failed, if failure is defined by the breaking of the fiscal
rules. If there is in practice a centralised fiscal policy that recognises the likelihood of
structural deficits, the policy is a success. Both France and Germany have made
pledges to keep to the fiscal rules, albeit partially through accounting tricks.
The other question the paper has attempted to answer is whether the differences in fiscal and social policy may have led to differences in economic performance.
Given the multi-variate explanations for economic performance the answer to such a
question can only be tentative. The European discussions about competitive economic
performance, growth and employment have centred on issues of education,
productivity, sectoral policies and other matters that have their origins in Michael
Porter’s style of analysis on national competitiveness18. Fiscal policy and social policy
as sources of competitive advantage are more generally discussed in neo-liberal
settings.
Using balance of payments, merchandise exports, inward investment, manufacturing output and productivity, UK performance is less good than that of it
neighbours.
18
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Michael Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, 1990. For European policy see, e.g. Wim Kok,
Facing the Challenge: The Lisbon Strategy for Growth and Employment, European Commission, 2004
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The data collected in this article show that using GDP per head as a measure,
then the UK is more successful than France and Germany. UK GDP per head in 2003
was about 10% higher than both Germany and France. The main explanation for this
difference is that UK workers work 18% more hours than their German and French
counterparts.
Unemployment levels and employment rates are generally better in the UK
than those in France and Germany. This is in part a result of the relationship between
incomes in work and incomes in unemployment or early retirement. The low levels of
pensions and unemployment benefits, in comparison with Germany and France,
together with low productivity, supports low paid jobs at the bottom end of the
labour market. One consequence of this is a sharper division in incomes between the
top 20% and bottom 20% of incomes.
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